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Ronald J. Yamka

535 Ash Street

Cononsburg, PA 75377
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The UnitedStotes Postal Regulotory Commission

907 New York Ave, NW

Suite 200

Woshington, D.C. 20268

Subject: Public Comment: Postmaster General Louis DeJoy's Proposols Far

Departmental Chonges

Ladies ond Gentlemen:

The purpose of this letter is for me ta make known to you my most sincere beliefs that
the drastic chonges and cuts in the Post Office's operotions, os proposed by Postmaster

Generol Deloy, are not warranted, and most lîkely will do much harm to the

effectiveness of the U.S. postal system. The changes! as proposed by Mr. Deloy, could

easily prove to be a threot to our senior citizens' generolwelfare. Since mony seniors do

not regularly use electronic communication methods, the post office is vitol to them os

their most reliable meons of remaining in touch with medical personnel, businesses,

fomily and colleagues. The same must be acknowledged that our rural citizens consider

the post office to be their lifeline to the world. They receive merchandise, prescription

medications, insurance documents, taxation documents, locol news publications, local

merchont advertisements, utility stotements, and much more vio postal moil. ln many

urban areos, there exists a fundamental lack of broodband service which makes it
impossible for disadvantaged urbanites to rely upon ønything other than the postal

system os their only means of communicotions and hard-gaods delivery.

The proposal to end air transportation of the mail, and therefore rely only upon

ground transportation, will negate the speedy delivery of mail ocross our time zones and
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long distances from coast to coost and border to border. ln view of the need for prompt

delivery of mailed items, this proposol will knee-cop the effectiveness of items regularly

carried by the post office.

Another proposal of Mr. Deloy is for the clasure of many smaller post offices thqt are

relied upon by aur citizens because of the proximity to their homes, and the ease to
whích they may occess postøl services. Americans want ond deserve the convenience of
a locol post office to fulfilltheir requirements af prompt occess to mailing and shipping.

Aur citizens certoinly understond that convenience costs money, but a trade-off of
closing local post offices, then requiring patrons to travel a distance to other locations,

would prave to be unacceptable, qnd moy force them to use alternote mailing/shipping

agencies that ore in competitíon with the postal system.

The life-long and faithful customers of the U.S. postal system cannot accept half-

hearted ond barely adequate postal services. The Americøn public must hove

exceptional services now, ond most certainly in the future. lf Mr. Deloy's proposals are

not rejected, irreversible damoge to mail delivery will be done to o cherished

governmental agency that is mandøted by the U.S. Constitution. I strongly encouroge all
members of the Commission to flatly reject all of Mr. DeJoy's drastic proposals, and to
work diligently, ond with prudence, to strengthen every facet af the Post Office to keep it
as a viable and reliable component of our country's commerce ond economy.

Most sincerely yours,

Q-\*""a4 Þù
Ronold J. Yamka

Copies: Senotor Roben Casey

Senotor Patríck Tomey
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Mr. Ronald Yamka
535 Ash St.
Canonsburg, PA 15317 -1 402
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